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THE WORLD HAS BEEN LIVING ON BORROWED TIME for over a 
thousand years.   
 
The secret Gospel of St. Peter, suppressed by Papal authority since the first century 
AD, predicted that Armageddon was to take place in the year 999.  In response, 
Pope Leo VII established The Order of St. Michael, ordained shadow-warriors—
deadly, ruthless and unimpaired by fear or moral ambiguity. 
 
The Order’s primary mission:  To seek out and destroy the Anti-Christ and those 
that would serve to usher him into this world . 
 
BACKGROUND: 
 
Only the strongest in body and spirit were inducted into the brotherhood of St. Michael.  Rigorously 
trained in all forms of martial-arts, weapons and strategy, The Order’s members succeeded in their 
mission, locating the Son of Darkness and destroying him in the manner prescribed by Scripture. 
 
The Order was then disbanded, only to be reinstated in the year 1029, when Satan was once again 
born incarnate.  Vatican Scholars determined that, with each subsequent generation, Lucifer would 
continue to assume human form and attempt to fulfill his dark destiny. 
 
Today, the Order is housed seven floors below St. Peter’s Basilica.  Even the most powerful govern-
ment intelligence organizations are unaware of its existence.  The mysterious Monsignor Aquinas, an 
aged Jesuit who answers only to The Pope, directs its operation. 
 
At their disposal, The Order has unlimited financial resources, high-tech communications and intelli-
gence networks, modern armament and a growing body of paranormal knowledge acquired after a 
thousand years of direct confrontation with Satan.  Seven Investigation and Engagement teams  
(I.E.Units) consisting of three field operatives are backed up by over 100 highly compartmentalized 
support staff, following up any lead—no matter how thin or unlikely—to forestall Armageddon.   For 
over a millennium, they’ve succeeded in their mission.  
 
Until now. 
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STORY LINE: 
 
New Years Eve, 2004:  The Order’s Core Intelligence Unit reports an unprecedented seven simultane-
ous hits in the system—seven possible cases of demonic incarnation.  They must be thoroughly investi-
gated.  I.E. Units are dispatched to all seven far-flung locations.   
 
Each team encounters a Demon.  Each is engaged in savage combat. 
 
All are destroyed. 
 
Except one last field operative. 
 
Father Damien Ignatius, the battle-scarred veteran of dozens of paranormal and demonic encounters, 
was dispatched with his I.E. Unit to the Boston Women’s Hospital to investigate a case on a alleged De-
monic “Infusion”—a Type 9 possession in which the host mortal is actually physically transformed into a 
demonic entity incarnate.  A parish priest, Father Thomas Connelly was visiting the suspected host-
mortal when the team arrived at the to perform their initial assessment. 
 
The host human was infused by the demon, Moloch, killing two of the team-members and wounding Fa-
ther Damien.  Connelly, a former Navy Seal and decorated Gulf War veteran, managed to recover Da-
mien’s modified MP-5 and blast a hole in Moloch’s black heart.  In his death-throes, the demon rendered 
a near fatal blow to the priest. 
 
Unconscious, near death, Connelly was flown to a state-of-the-art medical facility in The Order’s head-
quarters below the Vatican.  As he recovered, Father Damien introduced him to the Order’s history, mis-
sion and their current crisis:  
 
In one bold move, Lucifer has virtually destroyed their operation. 
 
As the sole surviving operative, it is incumbent upon Damien to rebuild the field division.  Connelly is his 
first recruit.  His second is forced on him by Aquinas:  
 
Sister Dawa, a cryptic young woman discovered as a feral child by an order of Asian Trappists.  Raised 
in a Himalayan monastery, she was trained in Shuaijiao, an ancient Chinese martial art fabled to be the 
progenitor of all subsequent fighting styles.  Damien resents the imposition.  Never before has a woman 
served the Order as a field operative.   
 
Until The Order’s field operations are restored, it’s up to Damien, Connelly and Dawa to locate and 
crush the Prince of Darkness before he fulfills the prophesies of Revelation.  Though the consequences 
of this ongoing war leaks out around the edges in the form of crime, terrorism, civil wars, ethnic clean-
sing and armed conflicts, there is actually an sentient will behind the “random tragedies” that remains 
cloaked in secrecy. 
 
The tone will be a blend of THE EXORCIST and THE MATRIX, taut with suspense, paranoia and mys-
tery, punctuated by explosive special-effects and action sequences.  The filom’s heart, however, will be 
in the growing trust, dependence and support of the protagonists on the team.  Three mismatched warri-
ors will grow to respect and care for one another as they struggle together to and defy Biblical prophesy. 
 
At stake is nothing less than the annihilation of mankind. 
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SUPPLEMENTAL MEDIA COMPONENTS: 
 
The Internet would be utilized to provide background information regarding The Order of Saint Michael 
as well as character biographies.  Included would be scans of fictional newspaper articles, police and 
other official reports, surveillance photos and material provided through the Freedom of Information Act.  
Interspersed with the fictional material will be authentic documents and news accounts, further blurring 
the line between reality and fiction. 
 
Links will be provided to a selection of existing fringe sites dedicated to offbeat news items, conspiracy 
theorists, urban legends, etc, as well as the conventional network commercial site offering merchandise 
and cast and crew info . 
 
The site would be “password protected.”  However, we would make the password openly available 
through internet bulletin boards and by email request.  This will lend the site a sense of exclusivity—that 
fans are actually looking at forbidden material.  Multiple password access could be utilized in the future 
through interactive puzzles encouraging fans to “hack” into the ever-deepening layers of intriguing Or-
der-related documentation and information. 
 
Attached are sample pages, the contents of a “declassified” FBI file, largely consisting of research mate-
rials regarding The Order compiled by “Walter James Mosely,” a serial arsonist targeted for decommis-
sion by Connelly’s team. 
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The “Mosely File” 
 
The following file purportedly outlining certain activities and personnel related to “The Order of St. Mi-
chael” was confiscated during a search of the home of Walter James Mosely, a domestic terrorist re-
sponsible for between 11 and 34 arsons on Catholic Churches throughout the Eastern United States.  It 
was subsequently obtained by the author through the Freedom of Information Act. 
 
The information within is intriguing, though  cryptic and incomplete.  The running commentary by Mosely 
reflects his own disintegrating state of mental health, but does little to clarify the documentary material 
he collected. 
 
Four facts remain: 
 
• Walter James Mosely allegedly committed suicide, a number of suspicious facts indicate it may have 

been staged (traces of the powerful sedative Rohypnol in his bloodstream, for instance); 
 
• Rather than the “lone gunman” portrayed by the FBI, he was clearly an operative in a larger organi-

zation (see correspondence headed “THE ORDER” by Mosely to an unnamed confederate); 
 
• Mosely was apparently distressed regarding his personal safety; 
 
• The documents collected—particularly those relating to Damien Ignatius Lanihan—are compelling 

evidence of The Order’s existence. 
 
In his cover letter, FBI Field Operative, Agent Leder, dismisses Mosely’s research as paranoid fantasy.  
Perhaps he’s right in doing so.  However, I believe it is the reader’s right to arrive at his or her own con-
clusions regarding whether “The Order of St. Michael” is, in fact, extant. 
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CEDAR CREEK PILOT 
9-15-76 
 
Damien Lanihan in his 
hayday. According to 
Lawson (ret.) Lanihan 
was the next “Great 
White Hope.”  He later 
traded his boxing 
gloves for the robes of 
a Papist stooge. 

THE AUSTIN-AMERICAN STATESMAN 
6/28/82 
 
According to the neighbor, Larry 
Garcia, Officer Kelly used to rough 
up the wife on a regular basis.  
Quote: “They was always screaming 
and banging walls.”  The Boston 
Women’s Hospital Emergency room  
(hospital records support Garcia’s 
allegations with 17 visits by Irene 
Kelly between ‘79 and DOD. 
 
Fr. Lanihan used to hear confessions 
Tuesdays and Fridays.  Witness 
statements indicate that Irene was a 
regular penitent, and that she and 
Lanihan were “friends.” 
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AUSTIN CHRONICLE 
7/3/82 
 
Lanihan decided to give Officer Kelly a little 
“counseling.“  According to police files, the 
vic (Kelly) was “unrecognizable” as a human 
being.  
 
Why would a priest kill a cop? Even a wife-
beating cop?  Obviously, Lanihan felt more 
than “pastoral” toward Irene.  This would ex-
plain the severity of Lanihan’s attack.  
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AUSTIN CHRONICLE 
11/15/83 
 
Lanihan represented himself, pleading “no contest” to a charge of murder-
one.  Jury members said they had no choice.  Lanihan refused to answer 
questions or take the stand in his own defense.  Before reading the sen-
tence, the judge asked Lanihan “if you could undo this terrible crime you 
have committed, would you do so?”  Lanihan answered “No, your honor.  I 
would not.”  It was the only statement he made in the course of the entire 
trial. 

vii. 



THE DAILY TEXAN 
1/16/85 
 
Cop-killing priest gets a 
one-way ticket to HELL 
care of the good taxpayers 
of Texas. 
 
Question: Why didn’t any-
one intervene—–not even 
the bishop? A commutation 
to life w/o parole could 
have been arranged.  The 
Catholic Church is one of 
the leading voices in the 
anti-death penalty move-
ment.  They march for se-
rial killers, yet not one 
organized rally on behalf 
of a priest? 
 
Clearly, the Vatican saw 
some promise in Lanihan, 
and felt he could be put 
to use. Why let him rot in 
a cell when he clearly has 
a “higher calling?” 
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11/16/84 
 
The official prison Record of Lanihan’s (alleged) Execution  
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BEHOLD! HE IS RISEN!!! 
8/5/87 
 
The photo below was taken by a tourist off the coast of Sardinia and is the 
only known picture ever taken of members of The Order.  The standing priest 
is Monsignor Aquinas. However, the most interesting subject is the priest 
seated in the lower right hand corner. 

Damien Ignatius 
Lanihan — 1982 

Father “Ignatius” 
- 1987 

The priest in the 1987 
photo is known as Fa-
ther Ignatius 
(coincidentally Lani-
han’s middle name) The 
features are five years 
older, but the same. 
Even more telling is 
the broken nose. 

SCENARIO:  In 1982, The Order picks up Lanihan’s murder charge on their 
radar. They direct members of the T-L Commission (or possibly the Bitten-
bergers) to arrange for a staged execution. Lanihan is spirited away to 
the Vatican for field operations training. 
 
(NOTE:  The tourist who snapped the above photo drowned in a boating 
“accident” less than two weeks later.) 
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THE BOSTON GLOBE/SUNDAY GLOBE MAGAZINE 
11/19/00 
 
An interesting hit on the Lexus/Nexus search for Father Thomas Connelly. 
Note the military background. 

xi. 
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“I’ve never seen anything like it,” ex-
claimed Indian missionary, Reverend 
K.A.J. Patel regarding his discovery of 
feral sisterss, the first documented case of 
multiple “wolf children” on record. 

Reverend Patel first became aware of the 
twins when villagers began reporting thefts 
of food and livestock by two “ghosts” who 
apparently ran with a pack of Dholes, a large 
Asiatic wild dog found in thick scrub jungles 
and dense forests throughout mainland south-
east Asia.  Patel dismissed the stories as su-
perstition until he witnessed the “ghosts” for 
himself. 

“My wife, Serinda, awoke me very late.  
There was a terrible noise in the chicken-
coop with much screeching.”  Armed with a 
machete, Reverend Patel cautiously left is 
bungalow to investigate.  “A sight met my 
eyes that I will remember always!  A great 
pack of wild dogs was savagely slaughtering 
the chickens, and in their midst were two 
small figures.  I thought they were monkeys, 
but with great heads and long hair, their bod-
ies naked.  They were growling and baring 
their teeth!” 

Frightened off by the missionary, the 
two mysterious creatures fled with the pack.  
The next morning, Reverend Patel engaged 
some villagers to assist him in tracking and 
capturing the “ghosts.”  The "wolf children" 
were discovered living with a family of 
Dholes in an earthen den: "The two cubs and 
the other two hideous beings were in one 
corner, all four clutching together in a mon-
key-call. The ghosts were more ferocious 
than the cubs, making faces, showing 
teeth.We were at a loss and didn't know what 

to do."  
Reverend Patel took charge of the two 

girls and brought them to his orphanage, his 
wife dubbing them “Sun” and “Moon” due to 
their contrasting dispositions.  Sun, the elder 
of the two at approximately four years old, is 
more demonstrative and outgoing.  The 
younger, Moon, about three, is more with-
drawn and somber.   

Though neither has the ability to speak, 
and are more comfortable moving at a crouch 
rather than standing upright, the Reverend is 
confident he will be able to successfully rein-
troduce them into the human world. 

“It is a bit like Pygmalion,” says Patel, 
“albeit a far greater challenge.  But my wife 
and I are confident that we will turn these 
two little savages into polite young Christian 

Wolf sisters, Sun and Moon, shortly after being 
discovered in jungle cave. 

Sisters Raised by Wolves Captured 
Weekly World News Exclusive                         More photos on pg. 16! 

THE WEEKLY WORLD NEWS 
03/09/80 
 
Lexus/Nexus turned up no references to a “Sister Dawa.”  A second boolean 
search for “Sister” and “Dawa” and “Moon” (Dawa is Tibetan for “Moon”)
returned the following article.  The children pictured would be in their 
mid-twenties.  Sister Moon has been described as “Asiatic/Indian.”   

xiii. 
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